
A review of the Lumina Diem video series and PDF Summaries 

Introduction to the Videos and PDF Outline Summaries: 

There are 15 total video interviews on the Lumina Diem home page that were hosted by Jason 
Goodman of Crowdsource the Truth, a New York based investigative journalist.  

Video 1: Scroll down to the first video dated February 15, 2018 entitled Press Release, February 15, 
2018… Clinton Foundation, CIA Corruption – Lord of the Crime Rings!  

Click here to watch the video. 

The title is a PDF press release link that also summarizes and introduces the video. The revelations 
revealed in this interview that involved Harmon’s open letter to Donald Trump motivated Jason to 
the second interview, 

Video 2:  Dated February 21, 2018 entitled Truth or Dare – A Man Without a Country and the Wife 
Who Stands by Him. This second Interview motivated Jason to create an entire video series under 
the theme, Harmon Wilfred – America’s First Refugee. The title is a PDF summary of the video that 
also includes links to supporting evidence. 

Video Intro:  Harmon and Carolyn Wilfred's gripping video interview with Jason Goodman on 
Crowdsource the Truth. Harmon, a former CIA financial contractor and whistle-blower has now been 
forcibly separated from his wife Carolyn for over 7 years by the continuing CIA/Clinton cartel's 
political influence over the New Zealand government. 

Click here to watch the video 

Video 3: Dated February 26, 2018 entitled Episode 1, Feb 26, 2018… Harmon Wilfred, _ “America’s 
First Refugee”. This was the beginning of the new series. All titles from here forward are 
accompanied by a dated PDF outline link. This one is entitled, February 26, 2018… Interview Outline 
- Coincidence or Preponderance of Evidence. 

Video Intro: Harmon Wilfred is literally America's First Refugee. This is a new series based on the 
horrifying story of his life. He was a patriot and veteran whose life and liberty have been utterly 
destroyed by corrupt elements of the U.S. Government (Deep State) and their international allies 
known as the Five Eyes. 

Click here to watch the video 

Video 4: Dated March 6, 2018 entitled Episode 2: March 6, 2018… OH CANADA, Our Home and 
“Captive” Land… All videos from this point forward are accompanied by dated PDF outline links 
entitled by date. This one is March 6, 2018… Interview Outline – Coincidence or Preponderance of 
Evidence.  This PDF is the narrative for Video’s 4 and 5 

Video Intro:  With CIA whistle-blower Harmon Wilfred's human rights petition #1638/2007 filed and 
accepted by the UN Human Rights Commission in Geneva against Canada in collusion with the 
Clinton/CIA cartel; on the cusp of receiving a summary judgment in his favour, the Canadian Revenue 
Authority froze all of Carolyn Wilfred's (Harmon 's wife's) assets. This cold and calculated act 
financially prevented the case from continuing. Coincidence? Watch the video and you decide! 

Click here to watch the video 
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Video 5: Dated March 13, 2018 entitled Episode 3: March 13, 2018… New Zealand, The Land of the 
Long “Dark” Cloud. This video is accompanied by the March 12, 2018 PDF Interview Outline – 
Coincidence or Preponderance of Evidence 

Video Intro: What has New Zealand and Canada done in collusion with the US government that has 
established a horrific human rights paradigm that is completely out of character to hide their 
nefarious cooperation with the Clinton/CIA Shadow government? Watch and learn! 

Click here to watch the video 

Video 6: Dated March 19, 2018 entitled Episode 4: March 19, 2018… Wilfred v John William 
Suthers, Clintons’ ”Dirty Cop”. This video is accompanied by the March 19, 2018 PDF Interview 
Outline – Coincidence or Preponderance of Evidence. This PDF extends through Video’s 6,7 and 8 

Video Intro: In 1996, John William Suthers, the Colorado El Paso County District Attorney was 
destined to be a Clinton/CIA “dirty cop”; an instrument of the deep state's covert retribution 
assigned to CIA whistle-blower Harmon Wilfred in a 20-year game of “judicial” police-state cat and 
mouse to shut him up!  

Click here to watch the video 

Video 7: Dated March 26, 2018 entitled Episode 5: March 26, 2018… Wilfred v Michael Evan 
Horowitz, Clintons’ “Fixer”. This video is accompanied by the March 26, 2018 PDF Interview Outline 
– Coincidence or Preponderance of Evidence.  

Video Intro: Documented evidence submitted in 1999 by CIA financial contractor Harmon Wilfred to 
Michael Horowitz, then head of USJD’s criminal division exposing a Clinton/CIA covert “bank”, 
financing massive illegal black operations. Billions laundered by the CIA through the Clinton 
Foundation as the prime suspect; “Criminal investigation not warranted” replied Mr Horowitz. 
Twenty years on, still Clintons' "Fixer"! 

Click here to watch the video 

Video 8: Dated April 3, 2018 entitled Episode 6: April 3, 2018… Wilfred v Mitsubishi Bank of Tokyo, 
Clintons’ “Money Tree”. This video is accompanied by the April 3, 2018 PDF Interview Outline - 
Coincidence or Preponderance of Evidence. Extended March 26, 2018 Outline. 

Video Intro: Will the Mitsubishi Bank of Tokyo finally admit to their collusion in funding the 
Clinton/CIA cartel? Imagine having access to secret evidence of faxes, letters, emails and progress 
reports, as well as court and bank documents in this billion-dollar covert operation. Here is your 
chance… Imagine that! 

Click here to watch the video 

Video 9: Dated April 10, 2018 entitled Episode 7: April 10, 2018… Wilfred v the CIA, Clintons’ 
“Enforcer”. This video is accompanied by the April 10, 2018 PDF Interview Outline – Coincidence or 
Preponderance of Evidence. Extended March 26 Outline. As this extended outline stops short of 
summarizing the content of the subject CIA video, it is essential that the reader accesses the 
following link to Case History Section 7 and follow the page narrative and video reference links in the 
left margin. In effect, you must view the CIA video to follow the full narrative and evidence available. 

Video Intro: In March 2001 $15 Billion in US Treasury Bills was reportedly funded into the Clinton/CIA 
covert “bank” to prepare for the first black ops assignment. On June 9, 2001 a key member of 
Harmon’s CIA team, Daniel Todt died suddenly in an alleged murder suicide of his entire family. Other 
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participants also mysteriously died. Harmon and his wife Carolyn escaped safely to New Zealand on 
August 11, 2001. On September 11, 2001 the twin towers were destroyed by “terrorists” claiming 
2,977 souls which justified the Afghan war. Coincidence? You make the call! 

Click here to watch the video 

Video 10: Dated April 17, 2018 entitled Episode 8: April 17, 2018… Wilfred v China, Clintons’ 
“Collaborator”. This video is accompanied by the April 17, 2018 PDF Interview Outline – Coincidence 
or Preponderance of Evidence. 

Video Intro: In 1999 Harmon was approached by two Taiwanese agents in Ontario, finding himself 
chosen to be in competition with China for the hidden Chang Kai-Shek Ming Dynasty treasury. The 
treasure consists of boxcars of gold, silver, jewels and ancient artifacts, as well as trillions in US gold 
bonds provided to Chang for gold bullion to the US to finance WWII. In a Toronto meeting with 
President Clinton’s attorney, Gregory Craig in November 1999, Harmon presented the US gold bonds 
Craig to be confirmed by the US Treasury. This was done by Craig and the race to transact the bonds 
began! 

Click here to watch the video 

Video 11: Dated April 24, 2018 entitled Episode 9: April 24, 2018… Wilfred v the Rothschild Family, 
Clintons’ “Benefactor”. This video is accompanied by the April 24, 2018 PDF Interview Outline – 
Coincidence or Preponderance of Evidence. 

Video Intro: In June 1996, Harmon Wilfred was approached by the CIA under the Clinton 
administration’s “all-seeing-eye” with his Top-Secret clearance from the military. Upon his 
acceptance of the assignment to transact the first multi-billion-dollar Mitsubishi Bank Note, 
under a CIA/Clinton mandate, he procured a private Rothschild trust to proceed 
covertly. What role did the Clinton’s play in this Rothschild "benevolent dictatorship"? Watch 
and see! 

Click here to watch the video 

Video 12: Dated May 1, 2018 entitled Episode 10: May 1, 2018… Wilfred v Dare Foods of Canada et 
al, Clintons’ “Bully Boys”. This video is accompanied by the May 1, 2018 PDF Interview Outline - 
Coincidence or Preponderance of Evidence This PDF extends through Videos 12 and 13 

Video Intro: Neither the Clinton/CIA/Rothschild cartel nor the Canadian Government can ever allow 
Carolyn Dare Wilfred full access to her Dare Foods estate for fear of being completely exposed 
through civil and criminal litigation. Whether Carolyn’s brothers are deliberately or unwittingly 
involved in this conspiracy, they still stand to win by maintaining complete control over Carolyn’s life. 
Being bullies has always come natural in this Dare family financial cult. 

Click here to watch the video 

Video 13: Dated May 15, 2018 entitled Episode 11, May 15, 2018, Wilfred v Dare Foods of Canada 
continued… This video is accompanied by the May 15, 2018 PDF Interview Outline – Coincidence or 
Preponderance of Evidence 

Video Intro: A quote from Carolyn Dare Wilfred, “My father taught my brothers that ethics, morality, 
and even love can be purchased. Corporate law also means nothing, and the courts clearly agree. 
What Carl Dare wants, Carl Dare gets… and now his sons have inherited these affluent privileges. The 
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rich and powerful own and control the governments, the courts, the tax system, and even law 
enforcement. The same rules seem to apply from the Dare’s all the way up to the Rothschild’s.” 

Click here to watch the video 

Video 14: Dated May 11, 2018 entitled Harmon Wilfred in his own words. This video was 
impromptu and does not include a PDF outline. I would suggest you watch this one as a brief 
overview of the entire series 

Click here to watch the video 

Video 15: Dated May 22, 2018 entitled Harmon Wilfred, World Citizen No 2, The Story of Garry 
Davis. This video was completed in cooperation with the World Service Authority in Washington DC. 
This provides a perspective on Harmon Wilfred’s philosophy toward the subject of World Citizenship. 
This completes the video series. 

Click here to watch the video 

Closing Arguments 

Dated and entitled May 22, 2018, Coincidence or Preponderance of Evidence - Closing Arguments 

This is a PDF summary of Harmon Wilfred’s closing arguments to his video series presented in the 
format of a court proceeding to the Court of Public Opinion. Is this a case of public and political 
corruption at the highest levels of international governments? You make the call! 
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